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SPECIALS DELIVERY
Specials Deliver

Rockshore Hard Seltzer – Retail Specials

Over the past few months, we have seen a gradual increase in the audience for OOH advertising.
Schools, retail and now hospitality have all fully reopened. Mobility statistics are matching or bettering
pre-pandemic levels. In those recent months, advertisers have really embraced OOH again and the
market has been boosted by the launch of exciting new digital formats. So, it’s hardly surprising that
brands, buoyed by an increasing confidence in the channel, are taking things a bit further and reengaging with Outdoor specials.

In a media first, Rockshore Hard Seltzer has taken over a number of Clear Channel retail digital screens
in Dublin, dominating the entire loop in addition to wrapping the panel itself so as to look like an
extension of the ad playing out on screen. The Diageo brand is also appearing on three wrapped Adbox
Extra locations in central Dublin.

Specials are fun and provide great talking points for agencies such as ours. But, let’s not forget, they are
very effective. We have an almost infinite palette with which to paint our cities and local communities. We
are in the business of attention; and so, we must adopt new ways of achieving this whilst also embracing
more traditional methods. Creative techniques, unusual formats, and surprising avenues to attention are
demonstrably being explored and deployed to bring brands to our streets in exciting and fun ways.

To celebrate the arrival of iconic series The Walking Dead on Disney+ Star, the streaming service has
produced an equally iconic (and scary!) 3D special on two 48 Sheets on Rathmines Road. Zombie hands
can be seen breaking through the poster in search of some new victims in D6!

This week, some of the country’s biggest advertisers have done just that….

Mondeléz are celebrating the launch of Caramilk in this country with a few different Outdoor specials to
help build awareness and drive response among its audience. If you visit Wexford Street at the moment,
you’ll see a huge Spangley Golden Square, the gold colours reflecting the summer sunshine. Also, in a
nod to the popularity of the product in Australia, some of the posters in the campaign are posted upside
down, while a 2D special is also creating a stir on Macken Street in Dublin 2.

Disney+ - Large Format 3D

Cadbury Caramilk
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TOYOTA TURNS TO OOH
Toyota Ireland has launched a new integrated campaign “You’ll Never Take a Wrong Turn with Toyota”,
which aims to dispel the confusion amongst new car buyers and presents Toyota Hybrid as the right
choice for drivers today and into the future.
Advertising media encompasses TV, Digital, Audio, Outdoor and DM. Javelin planned and developed
creative as well as media strategy for the campaign. The OOH planned with Source out of home
comprises 48 and 96 Sheet billboards including premium backlit displays. Multi-faceted targeting
incorporated a mix of dealerships, staycation destinations and main arterial routes.
According to Zoe Bradley, head of marketing communications, Toyota: “As Ireland’s favourite car brand,
we are constantly moving the bar in terms of our creative ambition. For this campaign, we set out to
move away from the more typical car category norms and deliver some simple storytelling around
Toyota’s very strong Hybrid and other brand credentials. There is a lot of confusion out there for people
choosing a new car, but what we do know is that our leadership and history of innovating in Hybrid is
unique and our road to the future for us is also very clear – we want drivers to come with us on that
journey”
Orla Hickey of Javelin adds: “This latest campaign is the next step in our creative evolvement of
the Toyota brand in Ireland. Whilst tricky to bring alive while shooting through lockdown it was a
real testimony to agency client collaboration and a desire to bring a new story to our audience – an
audience our research tells us, that are currently looking for better ways to drive and for brands they
can trust to deliver – Toyota Hybrid fulfils that need”.

Media: Javelin - Creative: Javelin - OOH Agency: Source out of home
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OOH AAH PAUL MCGRATH
It’s peak BBQ season and Valeo Foods-owned brand Chef have teamed up again with Irish football
legend Paul McGrath for a timely new sauces campaign. Every Irish BBQ needs legendary sauces and
Chef have the perfect Trio. “Be a Flippin’ Legend at the BBQ” is running on nationwide OOH across
Bus Shelters, Adshel and 48 Sheets, targeting staycationers and shoppers.
Orla Brady, Senior Brand Manager – Grocery in Valeo Foods comments;
“Following the hugely successful launch of Chef Chip Shop Curry Sauce, we are thrilled to be teaming
up again with Paul for this new campaign, showcasing Chef’s legendary BBQ accompaniments. With
our delicious range of Ketchups, BBQ sauces, Beetroots & Gherkins, Chef has everything you need to
enhance flavour at the BBQ this summer!”
Media: OMD - Creative: Havas - OOH Agency: Source out of home
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MUSGRAVE GROUP PROMOTES
INCLUSIVITY IN NEW GAA
CAMPAIGNS
As a proud supporter of both football and hurling codes, Musgrave Group has taking a leadership role
to promote inclusivity within the sport at a community level with extensive ATL campaigns.
The nationwide OOH campaigns created by TBWA\Dublin, and planned by Starcom and Source Out
of Home, feature on Adbox, Adshel and Bus Shelter 6 Sheets, 48 Sheets, Digishelters and Digipanels
along with the new Digital Bridges spanning four Dublin arterial routes including the Drumcondra Road
very close to Croke Park.
SuperValu’s campaign called “Bring it On,” features a collection of real players, officials and supporters
of different ages, race, gender, physical and mental ability. Each of whom has something different to
bring to the game – by virtue of their individual story. By facing their own prejudices and difficulties, to
take a welcome part in the game, they inspire everyone to embrace inclusivity.
Featured in the campaign are Westmeath player Boidu Sayeh; Shairoze Akram from Mayo; All Ireland
Final referee David Gough; the Cork Senior Ladies Football team; Conor Dufficy, who despite losing
a leg in an accident, still plays with his local club, Moate All Whites GAA and Kevin Hanley, autism
advocate and Tipperary FM contributor on all things GAA.
According to Tara Clifford, SuperValu Strategy Marketing Manager: “Inclusivity and community are at
the heart of the SuperValu brand, much as it is for the GAA. That’s why we believe in bringing everyone
into game – because community includes everyone”.
Yvonne Caplice, Business Director at TBWA\Dublin “I’m really proud to have worked with SuperValu on
this campaign. As a community brand they’re showing exceptional leadership at a time when diversity
and inclusion is no longer an option, but a mandatory for brands to support and more importantly
demonstrate in their day to day behaviour”
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Centra, as proud sponsors of the All-Ireland Senior Hurling Championship, have teamed up with
Wexford’s Lee Chin and Cork’s Patrick Horgan to launch the Centra Community Matters campaign,
which will call on people across Ireland to show what matters most to them in their local community.
Centra’s Community Matters campaign, supported by a heavyweight TV and Outdoor campaign,
features a Championship-long social competition to celebrate Ireland’s communities and calls on the
public to submit what matters most to them about their locality.
Centra Marketing Director Ray Kelly said: “We are extremely proud to once again be sponsoring the
GAA All-Ireland Senior Hurling Championship for an eleventh season. People have made extraordinary
sacrifices over the last year and with light at the end of the tunnel, our community matters campaign
aims to showcase and celebrate what matters most in communities across Ireland.”
Speaking at the launch, Wexford hurler Lee Chin said: “Every time I take to the field, I know that in
representing my county I am also representing my community. It is a privilege I have never taken for
granted. As a team we always appreciate the support we get. This last year has really highlighted the
support that we all get from our communities away from the pitch, and the positive impact being a part
of a community has on daily life.”
Cork Hurler Patrick Horgan added: “As a player I can’t overstate how great it is to be back on the pitch
and get the chance to represent our communities and people with pride. This last year, whilst incredibly
challenging, it has also given me a greater sense of appreciation of my community; both the people and
the places. This shared experience has shown us all just how much community matters. I am delighted
to team up with Centra to celebrate the many great things about Irish communities.”
Media: Starcom - Creative: TBWA\Dublin - OOH Agency: Source out of home
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PADDY POWER’S SHARED GOALS
Despite our failure to qualify, Irish football still had a keen interest in the outcome of Euro2020, thanks
to an innovative initiative by Paddy Power. For every goal that England scored in the tournament, the
bookmaking firm pledged to contribute €10,000 to grass roots Irish clubs. Kane & Co netted 11 times
over the course of the tournament, coming to a total of €110,000. But a welcome final twist was that
the sum will be paid out in pounds Sterling, as a nod to the performances of Raheem on the pitch. So, a
revised total of just under €129,000.
Digital OOH played a key role across the competition, keeping Irish fans updated on the running total
while at the same time poking fun at ‘the auld enemy’. It’s a really clever use of the agility of the format,
combing relevant updates with real world event-based marketing.
That has to rank as one of the best outcomes for Irish football in a major tournament for years!
Media: Mediaworks - Creative: The Public House - OOH Agency: Source out of home
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BANK OF IRELAND ROLLS OUT
NEW HOME CAMPAIGN
Bank of Ireland has launched a new ‘Home’ marketing campaign which, for the first time, brings
together all of the bank’s home offerings – including mortgages, home improvement loans and home
insurance – under one overarching theme.
The new campaign designed and delivered by Grey London and Oliver Ireland, with media by Carat,
kicked off in early June and will continue throughout 2021 with sustained outreach across OOH, TV,
VOD, and radio, as well as press, social and digital media. The new campaign reflects recent societal
changes and how the concept of home is evolving, including how we live, where we live, and what we do
with our spaces.
The OOH planned with PML spans classic and digital with 48 and 96 Sheet billboards, Bus and
Digishelters along with a screen presence in major malls.
Alongside their marketing colleagues, the Banks’s mortgage, loans and insurance product teams have
all been involved in designing the new campaign, which features the hero tagline ‘Whether you’re buying
one or making one, Welcome Home’ throughout all phases of activity.
Commenting on the new marketing campaign Gavin Kelly, CEO Retail Ireland at Bank of Ireland said;
“Our homes are our kingdoms but in recent times they have also become our offices, our classrooms and
our place of refuge. With so many people taking stock following the onset of the pandemic it has led
to new home plans being formulated and new dreams being realised. Our new ‘Home’ campaign was
designed to reflect this new reality and the evolving nature of home, whether it’s building that new home
office, designing a new conservatory, or completing those long-desired renovations. If the pandemic has
taught us anything it is that ‘home’ is what really matters, and our new campaign reflects that.”
Media: Carat - Creative: Grey and Oliver - OOH Agency: PML
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VIRGIN MEDIA SPEEDS AHEAD WITH
IRELAND’S FASTEST RAPPER
Virgin Media always look to make the ordinary extraordinary for their customers – so they’re taking
fastest up a notch with 1 Gig Broadband available to 97.5% of their network – helping you up your
Speed Game. They have teamed up with the Irish rapper JyellowL to promote the brand’s 1GB
broadband offering in a campaign that was created by Publicis Dublin.
The launch campaign includes a special vinyl edition for the music press, exclusive behind-the-scenes
footage capturing the recording process and TV appearances by JyellowL. In addition, Virgin Media has
planned a unique show where fans can finally watch him perform live in person, later this summer.
The campaign is currently live across radio with OOH, DOOH, social and display. The track dropped on
Spotify and all major streaming platforms on July 9th.
The OOH, planned by OMD and PML encompasses classic and digital roadside formats with 48
Sheets, 96 Sheet, Metropole and Digipole billboards, 6 Sheets in the form of Bus Shelters, Adshel,
Digipanel and Digishelters, and Bus T-Sides.
Fiona Mahon, Senior Marketing Communications Manager at Virgin Media adds: ‘It’s been fantastic
building on our position as Ireland’s fastest broadband network and showcasing the speed of our 1GIG
Broadband package. We were delighted to collaborate with rapper JyellowL on his track ‘Pick up the
pace’ as a key part of the campaign which also includes OOH, DOOH, social, display and physical
vinyl singles. The fact we have been able to include our speed brand message within all this in such an
entertaining and innovative way is a bonus, and we will be giving fans the opportunity to hear the track
live in person later on this summer.’
According to Ger Roe, board creative director Publicis Dublin: “Virgin Media is an entertainment brand
and they stand out from the competition – so what better way to prove their speed than by producing
some great entertainment that stands out! In a year where live entertainment and artists hit a slow patch,
we took the opportunity to collaborate with the lighting fast MC JyellowL and show how extraordinary
things can happen when you up your speed game.”
Media: OMD - Creative: Publicis Dublin - OOH Agency: PML
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Cycles 12 & 13

TOP RECALL

TOP RATED

Virgin Media
Media: OMD
Creative: Publicis
OOH Agency: PML

EASE OF UNDERSTANDING

McDonald’s - Media: Mediaworks
Creative: Leo Burnett - OOH Agency: Source out of home

Diageo
Media: PHD
Creative: AMV BBDO
OOH Agency: Source out of home

RELEVANCE

Dunnes Stores - Media: Carat
OOH Agency: PML

CALL TO ACTION

Dunnes Stores - Media: Carat
OOH Agency: PML
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TOP CATEGORIES

CYCLES 12 & 13

€k

€500k

€1,000k

€1,500k

€2,000k

€2,500k

Retail Outlets

Beers & Ciders

Telecoms

Media

Confectionery & Snacking

Food

QSRs

Soft Drinks

Tourism & Travel

Industry & Commerce

6 Sheet

Large

Digital

Transport

Ambient

1 Retail Outlets

€2,483k

6 Food

€1,109k

2 Beers & Ciders

€1,430k

7 QSRs

€1,089k

3 Telecoms

€1,279k

8 Soft Drinks

€847k

4 Media

€1,231k

9 Tourism & Travel

€785k

5 Confectionery & Snacking

€1,152k

10 Industry & Commerce

€556k

All figures based on display value at rate card.
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TOP CAMPAIGNS

CYCLES 12 & 13

€k

€100k

€200k

€300k

€400k

€500k

Disney+

Guinness

Virgin Media

JD Sports

Subway

Square

Vodafone

Cadbury FC

Rockshore Light

Smirnoff

6 Sheet

Large

Digital

1 Disney+

€538k

6 Square

€315k

2 Guinness

€462k

7 Vodafone

€301k

3 Virgin Media

€405k

8 Cadbury FC

€288k

4 JD Sports

€338k

9 Rockshore Light

€285k

5 Subway

€336k

10 Smirnoff

€248k

Transport
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Planet OOH

Adidas – Liquid Billboard

AAMI - Lights out?

HandsAway - Fearless Night

UAE: Adidas wants more women to embrace the waters, regardless of
their shape, ability, or religion, and benefit from the mental and physical
benefits that come with it. The sports brand first invited women to swim
back in June when it brought out ‘Beyond the Surface’ - a film that
featured a poem from a spoken word poet and sports inclusivity activist
Asma Albadawi.

AUSTRALIA: Some insurers don’t offer 24/7 emergency
home emergency assist from tradesmen like plumbers,
carpenters, locksmiths... and electricians. But luckily AAMI
does. To demonstrate their emergency home assist offer, they
utilised a halo lighting special build technique to show the
potential consequences of the lights going out... on their own
advertising.

FRANCE: The end of the curfew marks the return of problems related
to public space at night. Who has never been afraid to go home alone
at night and therefore deserted the public space, thus being denied
their right to move freely in the streets? According to a study, in most
extreme cases, 26% of women and gender minorities refuse to go out
alone at night. (source ONDRP 2018). In order to highlight this problem
and to allow women and gender minorities to reclaim public space, the
not for profit organisation, HandsAway, which fights against sexist and
sexual violence, launched the operation Fearless Night. The concept? To
use digital illuminated billboards already present in the public space, by
displaying white screens whose luminosity has been boosted by 20%, in
order to light up the darkest and most frightening streets of Paris from
9pm to 7am.

Now, to get more women to test the waters, it has erected a liquid
billboard in Dubai. Billed as a ‘first-of-its-kind stunt, the 5-meter high
swimming pool holds 11,500 gallons of water (163 bathtubs). Ladies
who visited Dubai’s popular beach are invited to take a leap of faith and
dive ‘beyond the surface’.
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CONTACT
US
PML Group ROI
First Floor, Harmony Court,
Harmony Row, Dublin 2,
D02 VY52
Tel: 01 668 2900
Email: info@pmlgroup.ie

Location
Based
Marketing
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